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Todd Giffen <todd@strags.com>

Remote neural monitoring..
John Akwei, ECMp ERMp <johnakwei1@gmail.com>
To: Todd Giffen <case@oregonstatehospital.net>

Tue, Feb 4, 2014 at 9:40 AM

Hi Mr. Giffen,
Thanks for contacting me. I am glad there is now a lot of accurate information available about OS/EH
on the Internet.
To answer your questions:
When my court case, John Akwei vs the NSA Civil Action 92-0449, was dismissed in 1992, I then
visited over 20 libraries in the Washington DC area, and researched/wrote the Evidence Document,
(My Knowledge of the NSA, etc.), that is now easily available at several websites.
About "set backs"; It would help if there was money available to pursue OS/EH class action lawsuit.
That is something that should be worked on. Right now, www.FreedomFCHS.com is seemingly at the
forefront of this effort.
It is great that there is something people can do about OS/EH these days. That is, network via the
internet with other OS/EH victims. Incremental breakthroughs are already occurring, luckily.
There is no way to mitigate OS/EH, except with your own awareness and self-care. The exact
organizational sources of OS/EH also aren't exactly determinable, although there is possible research
about this that I don't know of.
Thank you for all your efforts. Let me know of any other questions you might have.
Regards,
John Akwei
johna@johnakwei1.com
johnakwei1@gmail.com

---------- Forwarded message ---------From: Todd Giffen <case@oregonstatehospital.net>
Date: Sun, Feb 2, 2014 at 10:40 PM
Subject: Re: Remote neural monitoring..
To: johna@johnakwei1.com

Also, you know HUMINT? That is borne out. Look up Edward Snowden revelations. He exposed that
they have paid agents that infiltrate social environments to spy on and control us. For example, the
guys playing World of War Craft or various online games to spy on our conversations and to
manipulate the outcome of our overall behavior ... this is an example of modern HUMINT. Both the
NSA and military run these programs on Americans. I am certain they have similar people that track
us and out on the streets and at similar venues face to face.
The agents who tracked me were limitless, young and old, paid to follow me every where, many
installed within existing businesses all around town. I think the entire world is a type of prison, world
scale with agents all over. Mass surveillance and mind control tactics are being used to control
everybody, everything is a system of control for people. I have seen the inside of their network, I
know..
Seriously insane shit they've done, right?
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On Feb 2, 2014 7:26 PM, "Todd Giffen" <case@oregonstatehospital.net> wrote:
Do you answer questions about it? Like how did you become gifted with the information?
One thing is most of it is borne out, proven reality. Many patents back it up, plus Dr. Robert
Duncan's information that says the military / NSA deployed TAMI / Thought Amplifying and Mind
Interface in all radar systems / satellites by 1976, based on Malech's 1974 patent for using radio
waves to read and alter brain waves.
So.. they had this shit all along, using radar tricks to set up, spy on, and fuck with people.
I see they dismissed your valid lawsuit all about this, too. Was that quite the set back? The abuses
must have continued because of the ignorant judges in this country, right?
I myself was targeted by the US DOJ in 2006 with this same system, which they used to try to
murder me in 2008. They have been conducting this big CRIPA/ADA investigation here in Oregon
ever since, still ongoing today.
Read US DOJs reports here if you want : http://www.oregonstatehospital.net/resources.html
Tech details at : http://www.oregonstatehospital.net/d/russelltice-nsarnmebl.html
What do you think people can do about this today? Got any ideas? I btw had 3 federal lawsuits
dismissed as frivolous, even when I had evidence of my abuse. Like proof of injury, psych eval
saying I had no psychosis or delusion, security video / audio of state employees caught using and
discussing this technology they had outside of the building to do it all, etc. Numerous other
abuses, assaults also caught on tape from staffers over it. The State of Oregon's motive in cover
up: lack of liability insurance, which employees admitted to on tape.
-Todd Giffen
http://www.obamasweapon.com/
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